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Kentucky coated with snow, ice

Snow Much Fun?

AP Photo

Henry Callis, 12, of Owensboro, Ky., takes a spill while snowboarding down a hill
at Chautauqua Park, Wednesday. Six to 12 inches of snow had fallen across western Kentucky by Wednesday evening.

Families await word after Mosul attack
RICHMOND. Va. API —
As families across Virginia anxiously waited Wednesday to
learn the fate of the 276th
Engineer Battalion..one father
received the news he did not
want to hear: his son was among
the 22 killed in an attack on a
mess tent.
Nicholas "Nick" Mason, 20.
of King George. was with his
Virginia Nvional Guard unit
Tuesday in Mosul when a suicide attack was launched on the
mess tent just as they sat down
NIURRA1
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to lunch.
"Anybody that knew him
would have a lot of special
memories," Vic Mason said of
his son. "He was proud to be a
soldier, proud to serve his country."
A spokesman for the Virginia
National Guard said Wednesday
afternoon he still did not have
confirmation of those killed in
the attack.
Gov. Mark R. Warner asked
officials in King George and
Stafford counties to lower flags
ip half-staff for soldiers from
those localities who were killed
in the attack, Warner spokesman
Kevin Hall said. He declined to
release the name of the Stafford
victim, deferring to the military.
Mason. a former volunteer
firefighter, had been in Iraq with
the Richmond-based 276th for
about 10 months and was scheduled to return home in February,
his father said. He graduated
from King George High School
in 2002, where he had been a.
member of the wrestling and
cross-country teams._He-attended Virginia Tech for a year
before being deployed to Iraq.
According to a tally by the
U.S. military command in
Baghdad. the attack killed 22
and injured 69, making it one of
the deadliest attacks on
American troops since the war

began.
The dead included 18
Americans — 13 service members and five U.S. civilian contractors — and three Iraqi
National Guard members and
one unidentified "non-U.S. person," the
military
said
Wednesday.
The
Richmond
TimesDispatch, which had a reporter
and photographer embedded
with the troops, reported two
soldiers from the 276th killed in
the attack.
About 50 people — most of
them injured soldiers from
Mosul — arrived Wednesday on
an Air Force C-I41 transport
plane at Ramstein Air Base in
Germany for treatment at nearby
Landstuhl Regional Medical
Center. The hospital said at least
eight were in critical condition.
The American Red Cross of
Greater Richmond had received
more than 200 calls from local
residents trying to determine the
status of family members in
Mosul, spokesman Bill Harrison
said. The organization is helping
connect families with soldiers
through a Red Cross representative in Iraq:
"Most of the families have
not heard from their loved ones
and so they're quite anxious — a
lot of folks had sleepless nights
last night," Harrison said.

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
Kentucky was slammed by a
potential record-setting winter
storm Wednesday that delivered
a double whammy of sleet and
snow that coated roads, making
driving treacherous as accidents
piled up for police.
A record-setting snow fell in
Louisville, besting the mark for
annual precipitation at 64.3
inches, said Rick Lasher, a
meteorologist for the National
Weather Service.
The previous record, 63.76
inches, was set in 1996. The city
broke the record by receiving
1.87 inches of precipitation by
10 o'clock Wednesday night.
Louisville also set a record
for snowfall for Dec. 22, with
4.9 inches falling by 10 p.m.
The previous record was 2.3
inches in 1929.
"It's a pretty expansive
event," said Peter Manousos .
meteorologist with the National
Weather
Service's
Hydrometeorological Prediction
Center in Camp Springs, Md..
which looks at the big weather
picture and how it tracks with
longer-term forecasts.
A mix of snow and ice could
reach a foot in some areas, forecasters warned. Near-blizzard
conditions were
predicted
Wednesday night for portions of
far western and north-central
Kentucky.
Ditches were littered with
vehicles that slid off icy roads.
Some
churches
canceled
Wednesday night services to
keep parishioners from venturing out.
"Right now we have ice on
the bottom and snow on the
top," said Linda Utley, an
employee at a truck stop along
the Pennyrile Parkway in western Kentucky.
Even basketball was interrupted, with Northern Kentucky
University canceling its men's
game on the Highland Heights

sfarksbury said.
The snow began Wednesday
started as rain, then freezing rain morning across much of
before turning to snow as tem- Kentucky's western half, makperatures dropped. The heaviest ing the commute to work an
snowfall was expected in sec- adventure. Some people, like
tions of western and north-cen- Brock Lowery of Reidland.
tral Kentucky, where accumula- turned around and went back
tions could reach a foot after home because of icy roads.
It sounded like a good idea
another round of heavy snow
Thursday night, forecasters said. before we got out in it," Lowery
Some parts of western said of his effort to get to work
Kentucky could be coated by an in Paducah.
inch of ice.
Lowery said he counted
"We're looking for a terrible seven vehicles stuck in the ditch
ice storm overnight," said Robin along a 10-mile stretch ot
Smith, a meteorologist with the Interstate 24 in far western
National Weather Service in Kentucky.
Paducah.
Kentucky State Police disPaducah had received 7 inch- patcher Shari Clapp said the
es of snow by early evening, KSP post at Mayfield received
with several more inches possi- 40 to 50 accident reports within
ble, forecasters said. The accu- three hours in its I I -county area.
mulation approached Paducah's
"Most of them are fendet
one-day snowfall record — 7.1 benders, or sliding off the road
inches on Dec. 5, 1984.
or in the median," she said.
Other parts of Kentucky were
State police at Elizabethtown
spared the wintry blast. London, said they had received dozens of
in southeastern Kentucky, had accident reports due to icepartly cloudy skies and tempera- packed roads.
tures in the 50s. Drenching rains
While some highway district
were possible in eastern road crews tried to get a jump on
Kentucky, prompting a flood the storm by pretreating roads
watch lasting into Thursday.
with a liquid salt mixture, the
In Paducah in western rain that preceded the snow
Kentucky, 10 inches of snow washed away much of the effort.
fell, prompting state police to said Jeff Bibb, assistant directoi
declare all roads in the area of the Kentucky Transportation
impassible. Kentucky State Cabinet's operations center.
Police Trooper Barry Meadows
Last year was the first for the
in Mayfield said the weather state's new snow response cencontributed to at least 100 ter and the experience is paying
wrecks and motorists assist off this year, Bibb said.
along Interstate 24.. Meadows
Communications between
added that one person was Vehicle Enforcement Division.
arrested for druken driving.
state police and Highway
-We couldn't believe it," Department units are all tied in.
For example. icy conditions
Meadows said. "Most people
have'enough trouble driving on on Interstate 71 during the day
ice when they're sober."
Wednesday were identified
Bardstown Police Chief quickly and help was disCharles Marksbury said trans- patched. Bibb said.
formers knocked out by frozen
While there are no statewide
branches knocked power out to a totals kept on men and equiplarge portion of the city's busi- ment dispatched to salt and
nesses and homes Wednesday shovel snow, Bibb said full
night.
crews were out in at least half of
"It's
pretty
major," the 12 highway disIficts.

campus.
In many areas, pi eilpitation
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NOTICE
The TV listings for Fri. & Sat.
will be in today's paper.
The TV listings for Sunday &
Monday will be in Friday's paper.
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Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
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A barge traveling on the Ohio River passes a snow covered downtown Paducah, Ky.
after the first snow fall of the winter Wednesday . A blanket of four inches fell before
noon with more snow predicted. Some areas in southern Illinois received up to 12 inches and in southern areas of western Kentucky ice lay beneath the snow. Temperatures
are expected to plummet giving residents a white Christmas.
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Farmer's sis given election finance job
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The sister of Agriculture
Commissioner Richie Farmer
has been hired for a new position at the Registry of Election
Finance.
Rhonda F. Gray, a licensed
occupational therapist. was
hired Tuesday as assistant executive director with an annual
salary of $65,000.

Registry chairman John
Rogers, a Glasgow attorney, said
the position was needed. Gray
served as finance chairman of
her brother's campaign in 2003
and became interested in the
field, Rogers said.
Several people were interviewed for the position. Rogers
said no one interceded on Gray's
behalf for the job.
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Bunning Greetings
ians to take
As Christmas approaches, I urge my fellow Kentuck overseas
who are
soldiers
brave
our
for
prayer
a
say
and
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a
sm. The holidefending our liberty in the Global War on Terrori
.
_vow. Ail Slab.
together to celday season is a time when family and friends come
171111 I' A 0 %SI S 1.,%7 ?fig IITT11
women
and
ebrate and reflect. The families of our service men
^
need our support during this difficult time.
They are the husbands, wives, and children
of our brave men and women. We
,
Kentuckians take pride on being good neighbors so if you know of a family who will be
missing somebody from the dinner table let
them know they are not alone and reach out to
them during this Christmas season. If you do
not know a family, you can still help by contributing to the USO's Operation Phone Home.
Operation Phone Home distributes phone
cards to our soldiers overseas. This is a great
and will provide our servicemen and
•
On The Hill program
opportunity to connect with their
an
women
By Sen. Jim
le • „: •4. •
families. To contribute to Operation Phone
Bunning
Home you can go online to http://www.uso.org
as: AI TO/ h2V111Ailll
R-Kentucky
mataiwitikieth'iase4utt.n.q
or you can mail a check to USO World
Headquarters. PO Box 96860, Washington, DC,
20090-6860 and write "O.P.H." in the memo
line. The USO 100 percent guarantees the
go to Operation Phone Home.
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Road crews begin the Big Scoop

Obituaries
Mrs. Imogene Colson Sanders
Mrs. Imogene (Jeanne) Colson Sanders, 83, Cardinal Drive,
Murray, died Wednesday, Dec. 22, 2004, at 6:30 p.m. at MurrayC'alloway County Hospital.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

By The Associated Press
Road graders and salt trucks
Ex1T 39A
crisscrossed the country's midCathe R.
section early today, clearing
81.15. DIST.
streets and interstates so icy and
holiday
some
snow-packed that
Villain um,
travelers became prisoners in
Mrs. Lola B. Adkins
Mrs. Lola B.(Bee)Adkins,85, former resident of Henderson and their own automobiles.
mother of Clyde Adkins III of Murray, died Tuesday, Dec. 21, 2004,
All the effort wasn't doing
at Northshore Regional Medical Center, Slidell, La.
much good in southern Indiana,
She had worked as office manager for Dr. W.B. Blue for 18 years where at least 30 miles of eastand worked in insurance at the Henderson Clinic. She was a mem- bound lanes of Interstate 64 had
ber of Immanuel Baptist Temple, Henderson, and of a chapter of the become a frozen parking lot —
Order of the Eastern Star.
and the white stuff was still
neighboring
In
One son, Phillip Adkins, died in June 2001.
falling.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Rebecca Adkins-White, Kentucky, state police also
Slidell; one son, Clyde Adkins III, Murray; six grandchildren; nine closed down a 13-mile stretch of
the interstate in both directions
great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
"The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Rudy- west of Louisville.
Rowland Funeral Home, 604 Center St., Henderson. Dr. R. Joseph
"We have a hotel room but
Tricquet Jr. will officiate. Burial will follow in the Fernwood it's five miles out of our reach at
Cemetery.
this point," said Ken Sabatini,
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 3 to 8 p.m. Monday 52, of Leawood, Kan., who was
and until the service time on Tuesday.
stranded with his wife and two
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Immanuel Baptist children on Interstate 64 near
Temple. Henderson, Ky.
Evansville late Wednesday.
Authorities sought help from
Mrs. Belinda Carol Owens
the Indiana National Guard and
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Fighting erupts in former
insurgent stronghold
FALLUJAH, Iraq (AP) —
U.S. Marines clashed with
insurgents in the battered city of
Fallujah today with warplanes
dropping bombs and tanks
shelling suspected guerrilla
positions on a day when a first
group of residents displaced by
fighting were scheduled to
return.
It was unclear what caused
the clashes, but Marine officers
said that both sides had suffered
casualties.
The fighting erupted on the
day that the first 2,000 residents
displaced by last month's
bloody U.S.-led offensive to
retake the rebel stronghold were
supposed to return to the city of
250,000 people. It was not
immediately known what effect

the fighting would have on the
planned return, the first of tens
of thousands due to go back.
Witnesses said U.S. F-18
fighter-bombers struck at targets
in the city's southern neighborhoods. Tank and artillery fire
was also heard.
U.S. officials have hailed the
military effort to retake the city
in November as a major tactical
victory. But many of the guerrillas are believed to have slipped
out during the fighting and are
now said to be operating across
central and northern Iraq.
In the devastated city itself.
U.S. troops have repeatedly
clashed with pockets of resistance.
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Paragraph from Need Line
newsletter says it best

Anniversary

Wedding

As we celebrate this holiday season, I
came across this illustration of "How Helping Helps You!" in the Need Line December newsletter with Ionia Casey, executive
director, as editor. It is as follows:
"Reasons for giving are as individual as
you are; but no matter what those reasons
are, you will get a lot in return.
Research has shown that people who
give to others have higher levels of selfesteem, feel more productive and have a
deeper connection to their communities,
which, in turn, makes those communities
By Jo Burkeen better places to live, according to numerCommunity
ous studies."
Editor
Casey writes following the illustration:
y is such a won"No wonder Murray and Calloway Count
live!"
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AFTEK CHK1STMAS
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Christmas is a time when kids tell Santa
what they want and adults pay for it.
Deficits are when adults tell the government
what they want and their kids pay for it.
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'A Country Christmas'

By JAY CRIDLIN
St. Petersburg Times
SEFFNER, Fla. (AP) —
Never before has a motion to
adjourn drawn such sighs of
relief.
No one has come to this borrowed church on a recent
Tuesday night to balance a
budget or plot a Thanksgiving
potluck. No one has come for
new business, or old.
They've come for music. For
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smaller,
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star
the fight to
and radio shows and the
Yacich. an early appea
Ruskin Tomato & Hefitage his own TV show and elaborate 2003. He had just finished a which Paul WDSU-TV, said $10.50-a-plate fully booked department store icon.
at
or
direct
war
rate
of
rk
corpo
a
netwo
Festival. An entire
puppet shows staged for decades story about
was pancake and sausage breakfasts.
grave
between two New Orleans Eisentrout's
bluegrass pickers throughout in store windows.
Brandon and Riverview call one
another for backup whenever
there's a concert at a festival or
mobile home park.
Usually, each show features
at least one guitar, fiddle or
banjo player from the 140-member Seffner society, founded in
1985 by Roy Bodden, who for
years hosted a country show on
WMNF-FM.
Down the road. the 8-monthold Sun City Center Country
Music Club also known as the
Front Porch Pickers has brought
more than 80 retirees together
over a shared love for old-time
music, from Ernest Tubb and
Ray Price to Ralph Stanley.
"This is a lot of people from
up North, from Kentucky,
Virginia, North Carolina. South
Carolina, Pennsylvania, West
A sincere thank you to all
Virginia. They're all bluegrass
on,
Emers
people," says Kelly
of our clients. We lookforward
43, a maintenance supervisor in
to another great year!
Sun City Center who helps
arrange the Pickers' rehearsal
room each week. "When they
hear bluegrass is going on, they
all come."
Murray
Says club president Ike
McCloskey: "We call it frontporch music. It's the kind of
stuff you did at home. You got
out on the porch in the evening,
and everybody•d grab their
Dobros (slide guitars) and banMary Ann McCut
Standing L to R: Vivian Arnold, Jessie Barrow,
jos and do their thing. We love
ur.
it. That's why we're here."
Viva Ellis, Mary Ryan. Mabel Lovell, Irene Balfo
The Front Porch Pickers
Frances Churchill,
draw a host of regulars who
Sitting L to R: Christine Pogue, Robbie Uddberg,
sit
just
They
play.
don't even
Paschall.
Pauline Waggener, Burdean Wrather, Aggie Lee
•
and listen.
"Our groupies," McCloskey
says with a chuckle.
The Pickers aren't picky
about who plays. Anyone with
an instrument can lead the group
in song.
Even Emerson. whose father.
Bill, is a bluegrass banjo legend.
sits in on occasion. The members all love it.
"They try to get me in here
all the time, but my boss doesn't
like me to do it while I'm working," he says with a grin after a
recent three-song cameo.
Unlike Emerson, who plays
bluegrass around the Tampa Bay
area, most club members aren't
professionals. Conklin and
McCloskey admit this isn't the
Sponsored by:
Calloway County Health Center
Grand Ole Opty. Jam sessions
,e
Murray Calloway County Hospital
&
have a karaoke-night vibe. At
Stuart Poston Health & Wellness Center
times, the music is more honk
than tonk.
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Hickory Woods

top Smoking?

Cooper Clayton
Smoking Cessation
Classes begin...

Tuesday, January 4 • 5:30 — 6:30 p.m.
Stuart Poston Health & Wellness Center
Please call to register: 753-3381
Fee for the class is $10

ray
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II KENTUCKY 92, WILLIAM & MARY 47

Cats roll to 4th win in a row
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
avoided a possible letdown in an emphatic
way on Wednesday night.
Chuck Hayes scored 18 points on 8-of-10
shooting and Kelenna Azubuike added 17
points as the eighth-ranked Wildcats won
their fourth straight game, routing William
& Mary 92-47.
Kentucky (8-1) matched its highest point
total and posted its most lopsided win of the
season. The Wildcats' 45-point margin of
ictory was their largest since a 62-point
romp over Vanderbilt on March 5, 2003.
Coming off an emotional 60-58 win at
archrival Louisville on Saturday — a game
in which the Wildcats trailed by 16 points
with 11 minutes left — some wondered if
Kentucky might overlook William & Mary.
That didn't happen. Thirteen of
Kentucky's 15 players who dressed scored
and the Wildcats controlled every facet of
the game from the opening tip.
"It was a good game for us to come out
and play before the holidays," Kentucky
coach Tubby Smith said. "It was good to get
AP Photo all of our guys some playing time."
Kentucky's Rajon Rondo, right, tosses a pass past
William & Mary (3-5) led once, at 3-2.
William & Mary defender Hawley Smith during the first Kentucky scored the next 11 points, and the
rout was on.
half of Wednesday's game in Lexington.

Both teams substituted freely, as all but
one player who dressed played in the first
half.
But it didn't seem to matter who was in
the game — Kentucky simply dominated, as
the Wildcats shot 48.7 percent from the field
(including 11 dunks), outscored the Tribe
54-8 in the paint and outre bounded them 4528.
"We had superior size. We should have
rebounded better," Smith said.
Kentucky also recorded assists on 27 of
its 37 baskets — something that pleased
-Smith, who had emphasized passing in
recent practices.
"It's a good time to get our guys to understand they need to share the ball more," he
said.
When Smith sent his secrond string into
the game for a 3 1/2-minute stretch of the
first half, the subs scored 11 straight points
to extend Kentucky's lead to 30-9. The
starters returned and ran the margin to 42-13
before exiting again.
Kentucky led 44-19 at halftime. William
& Mary came no closer than 21 points in the
second half, and the Wildcats led by as many
as 48 points.
"They're pretty good," William & Mary

MURRAY STATE 68, DELAWARE STATE 39

Racer 'D' stings Hornets
By SCOTT' NANNEY
Sports Editor
As a bitterly cold mix of
freezing rain and snow fell outside. the Murray. State Racers
tried to unthaw their game on
the inside Wednesday night
after a 10-day layoff.
In the process. they left visiting Delaware State feeling
frigid to the tune of a 68-39
whitewashing in front of a
sparse crowd of the brave MSU
faithful at the Regional Special
Events Center.
A suffocating Racer defense
— led by the play of point
guard Keith.Jenifer — froze the
Hornets into just 30.8 percent
shooting from the floor and
forced 19 DS(' turnovers.
"I'm extremely happy with
our defensive effort." said
Murray head coach Mick
Cronin. "To hold them to 39
points and to get 43 deflections
is outstanding. A lot of that
credit goes to Keith Jenifer. He
provided us with some tremendous leadership. especially in
the first half."
Jenifer's slat line wasn't
impressive, as he managed just
two points on 1-of-4 shooting
from.the field. But it was the 6foot-2 junior's deft ball-handling that helped hold the
Racers to just 10 turnovers — a
number that was reduced significantly from MSU's previous efforts this season.
The intangibles Jenifer provided helped offset a difficult
offensive night from fellow
backcourt mate Trey Pearson;
who was held scoreless on 0of-6 shooting from the floor in
17 minutes of action.
The fact that Pearson did not
score and the Racers were still
able to win by an easy margin
was a testament to the team's
defensive play — a point the
second-year head coach has
been trying to drive home to his
young and inexperienced squad
all season.
"If Keith Jenifer gives us the
type of leadership he gave us
(Wednesday), it doesn't matter
if Trey scores," Cronin
explained. "We've got guys
who are going to score. What
Keith did is more important.
He's a key to our team."
Perhaps suffering the affects
of the long break. the Racers
(4-3) got off to a slow start,
falling behind 7-0 in the first
two-plus minutes of action. But
a 12-4 run over the next three
minutes put MSU ahead to stay.
The Murray lead reached
double digits on a layup by
Justin On with 8:41 to go
before halftime. A pair of 3Shawn
from
pointers
Issian
and
Witherspoon
Redding and baskets in the
paint by Pearson Griffith and
Charles Johnson helped push
the Racers to a 16-point(33-17)
advantage at the intermission.
It would only get worse for
the Hornets (3-7), who were
colder than the early winter
snowstorm offensively for most

coach Tony Shaver said of the Wildcats.
The Tribe, without a starter taller than 6foot-6, didn't go inside much — their first
seven shots came from 3-point range, and
they didn't attempt a 2-pointer for the first
11 1/2 minutes. William & Mary had almost
as many turnovers (16) as shots (19) in the
half and didn't attempt a free throw.
William & Mary shot 37.2 percent from
the field and finished with 32 turnovers, a
season-high for the Tribe. Reid Markham
and Taylor Mokris each had seven points for
William & Mary.
"We were outmanned and we were outplayed," William & Mary forward Hawley
Smith said. "I think everybody saw that."
Joe Crawford added 12 points for
Kentucky. However, junior guard Patrick
Sparks, who scored 25 points and hit three
free throws with 0.6 of a second left against
Louisville, went scoreless for the Wildcats
on 0-of-6 shooting.
It was only the second time in Sparks'
career — which included two seasons at
Western Kentucky — that he failed to score
in a game. He did have a team-high seven
assists.
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Murray State junior guard Darnell Hopkins glides to the basket past Hornets defendfiner Chris Slade Wenesday night at the Regional Special Events Center. Hopkins
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Louisville's Juan Palacios, left, blocks the shot of Austin
Peay's Zac Schlader during the championship game of
the Billy Minardi Classic Wednesday night at Freedom
Hall in Louisville.
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — gave the Governors a 19-17 lead
Taquan Dean scored 16 points and prompted a timeout from
and Ellis Myles had 12 points Louisville coach Rick Pitino.
The Cardinals responded'
and 12 rebounds to lead No. 18
Louisville to a 77-49 victory with smothering defense, forcover Austin Peay in the champi- ing five turnovers during a 13-0
onship game of the Billy run over the next 8 minutes.
Minardi Classic on Wednesday
Derek Wright stole a pass and
night.
banked in a 3-pointer at the halfMyles, who turned 23 on time buzzer to close Austin
Wednesday. also had four assists Peay's deficit to 30-22.
after sitting out Tuesday's 80-60
Louisville looked sharper
win over IUPUI with a tight after the break, opening the sechamstring.
ond half with an 11-3 run. The
Francisco Garcia and Larry Governors twice cut the lead to
O'Bannon each added 12 points 13, but O'Bannon hit a 3-pointfor the Cardinals(8-2), who shot er with 12:07 left to start a 9-1
52 percent (14-of-27) in the sec- burst that put Louisville up 54ond half to pull away.
34.
Louisville outrebounded the
O'Bannon drew the loudest
Governors 43-22. The 6-foot-7 cheer Of the night when he
Garcia had seven rebounds, reverse-dunked an alley-oop
despite twisting his right ankle pass from Myles with 8:53
early in the second half.
remaining. Dean's 3-pointer
Dean, who scored 20 points with 8:21 put the Cardinals up
in Tuesday's win, was selected 60-38, their largest lead to that
the tournament's most outstand- point.
ing player.
Pitino began pulling his
and starters near the 5-minute mark.
Hampton
Maurice
William Durden each scored
The usually packed Freedom
eight points to lead Austin Peay Hall was only half-full after a
(2-7), which shot 30 percent storm dumped nearly 4 inches of
(14-of-47) and lost to Louisville snow earlier in the day.
for the third straight season.
IUPUI beat New Orleans 72The Cardinals were shaky on 60 in the consolation game of
offense in the first half, shooting the four-team
tournament
39 percent (9-of-23) and com- named after Pitino's brother-inmitting 12 turnovers.
law, who died in the Sept. II,
Levi Carmichael's 3-pointer 2001 attack on the World Trade
with 8:12 left in the opening half Center.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Friday, Dec. 31
ilikasx City Bowl
At Nashville, Tenn
Mahone (6-5) VS A41(10eSOld (6-5 ti
a.m (ESPN)
Sun Bowl
At El Paso, Texas
Purdue (7-4) vs Arizona State 18 3) 1
p.m (CBS)
Liberty Bowl
At kleitiphis, Tenn.
Boise State (11-0) vs l_otativele (10-1,
(ESPN)
2 30 p m (ESPN)
Monday, Dec. 27
Peach Bowl
MPC Computers Bowl
At Atlanta
At Boise, Idaho
Miami (8-3) vs Florida (7-4). 6:30 P.m
Fresno State (8-3) vs Virginia (8-3), 1
(ESPN)
pm.(ESPN)
Saturday, Jan. 1
Motor City Bowl
Cotton Bowl
At Detroit
At Dallas
Toledo (9-3) vs. Connecticut (7-4) 530
Tennessee (9-3) vs Texas A&M (7-4)
p m.(ESPN)
10 a m (FOX)
Tuesday, Dec. 28
Outback Bowl
Independence Bowl
At Tampa, Ft..
At Shreveport. La.
Wisconsin (9-2) vs Georgia (9-21 10
Iowa State (6-5) vs Miami (Ohio)(8-4)
a m (ESPN)
530pm (ESPN)
Gator Bowl
Insight Bowl
At Jacksonville, Fla.
At Phoenix
Florida Stale (8-3) vs West Virginia (8Oregon State (6-5) VS Notre Dame (63), 11.30 a.m (NBC)
5). 8 45 p m (ESPN)
Capital One Bowl
Wednesday, Dec. 29
At Orlando, Fla.
Houston Bowl
Iowa (9-2) vs. LSU (9-2). noon (ABC)
Texas-El Paso (8-3) vs Colorado (7-5),
Roes Bowl
330 p.m.(ESPN)
At Pasadena, CaW.
Alamo Bowl
Michigan (9-2) vs Texas (10-1). 4 p m
At San Antonio
(ABC)
Ohio State (7-4) vs Oldahoma State (7Fiesta Bowl
4), 7 p.m.(ESPN)
At Tempe, Ariz_
Thursday, Dec. 30
Utah (11-0) vs Pittsburgh (8-3). 7:30
Continental Tire Bowl
pm (ABC)
At Charlotte, N.C.
Monday, Jan. 3
Boston College (8-3) vs North Carolina
Sugar Bowl
(6-5). noon (ESPN2)
At New Orleans
Emerald Bowl
&bum (12-0) vs Virginia Tech (10-2).
At San Francisco
7 p m (ABC)
New Mexico (7-4) vs Navy (9-2), 3:30
Tuesday. Jan. 4
p.m.(ESPN2)
Orange Bowl
Holiday Bowl
At Miami
At San Diego
Southern Cal (12-0) vs Oklahoma (12California (10-1) vs Texas Tech (7-4), 7
0). 7 p.m (ABC)
pm (ESPN)
Silicon Valley Classic
At San Jose, Calif.
Troy (7-4) vs. Northern Illinois (8-3), 10
p.m.(ESPN2)

Thumb% Dec. 23
Fort Worth
Gammen (6-5) vs. Marshall (6-6), 5 30
p.m.(ESPN)
Las Vogas Bowl
Wyoming (6-5) vs. UCLA (6.5). 8:45
pm (ESPN)
Friday, Dec. 24
Bowl
H.
At Honolulu
uA8 (7-4) vs Hawaii (7-5). 6 p m

crowd swim

NEW YORK (AP) —
Donovan McNabb and Terrell
Owens were among nine
Philadelphia Eagles voted to the
Pro Bowl, the most representatives for a team since 1998.
The Eagles, who already
School boys' basketball team pose with
clinched home-field advantage
Members of the Calloway County Middle
the North Marshall Christmas Tournament
for the NFC playoffs with a 13the championship trophy after claiming
1 record, easily had the most Pro
title Tuesday night.
Bowlers in results announced
Wednesday.
Joining quarterback McNabb
and wide receiver Owens, who
In its semifinal victory over
had ankle surgery Wednesday
to a 12-4 lead after one quarter
Staff Report
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on Wednesday night.
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CCMS wins tourney title

Drew signs with L.A.; Hernandez to White Sox

No. 21 MSU pounds Gamecocks

(270) 753-7407
N. 12'h St.
Suite B • Murray

PADUCAH, Ky. — Cory
Zirbel recorded a double-double
with 23 points and 15 rebounds
as the Murray High Tigers
claimed their second win of the
season with a 68-61 triumph
over Community Christian
Academy Tuesday night.
The Tigers (2-4) fell behind
the Warriors 11-10 after the first
quarter of play. But Murray rallied to outscore CCA 15-11 in
the second period to take a 2522 edge into the halftime break.
MHS extended its lead to six

(45-39) at the end of three quarters before outscoring the
Warriors 23-22 in the fourth to
claim the win.
Tim Mastha.v followed Zirbel
with 17 points. while Hugh
Rollins added 16. Kenneth Trice
tallied six, Brooks Hudson four
and Joey Jackson two. The
Tigers scored on 28 field goal
attempts and hit 11 -of-19
attempts from the free throw
line. MHS won the rebounding
battle 36-32.
Josh Smith paced CCA with
18 points. The Warriors hit on
23 shots from the floor and were
12-of-17 from the charity stripe
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NOTICE
CARD OF THANKS
the family of Cassel Garrison would like to thank
everyone who helped in any way after our Dad's accident.
To the EMT's, firemen, and police who took care of him
on the scene.
To the emergency room staff, CCU nurses, Dr. Adams
and Dr. Dowdy who were patient with us and answered
our many questions. A special "Thank You" to Dr.
Agyeman who treated us like family. To Bro, Roy Gibson
and Bro. Alan Wilson who handled the funeral with
compassion and love.
To our family and friends who made this time easier.
with your prayers, love, and many acts of kindness.
We thank you again!
Bill & Reba King, George & Gracie Holland, Gwen &
Jeannie Garrison, Kenneth & Cindy Cleaver,
grandchildren and reat grandchildren

Help UMW

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
050
Lost and Found

.1V8

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

I.

060

L

40.34
- YOU AVERAGE
•S PER MILE IN
THE FIRST 6
MONTHS OF 20049
OUR DRIVERS DID!
FULL BENEFITS
EXPERIENCED
DRIVERS ONLY
OWNER/ OPERATORS WELCOME.
DUALITY CARRIERS.
(800)328-2657
TALK TO:
GEORGE AT EXT 210
OR
JEF AT EXT, 206
Certified Surgical
Technician
Immediate lull-time openings a‘aildNe for a CST,
shot Qualified appliants rnn. complete an
application at
Jackson Purchase
edicul Center
Human Resources
Diparliesat
11P1 Mang Omer Cirtit
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
FOE WVII1D
WAREHOUSE assistant manager, wareemployees,
house
experience helpful. Job
duties include office
work to fork lift driving.
to:
resume
Fax
(270)753-6023 or call
for app). (270)753
0255

Oar

PAINTERS
435-4279

needed

23rd deadline is
Tues.. Dec. 21st at 5:00

Thurs., Dec

Fri.. Dec 24th deadline is
Wed.. Dec. 22nd at 11.00
Mon.. Dec. 27 & Shopper deadline is
Thurs.. Dec 23rd at 11:00

TITAN Industrial diesel
powered electric generator model T37500,
never used, still in wrap
retail price $5,800,
asking $4,900 4366200

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or atl Cal
Larry at 753-3633
aluminum
BUYING
cans and other aluminum. Key Auto Parts.
753-5562
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week

OWN a computer? Put
it to work! Up to
$1,500 to $7,500/mo
PT/FT. 1-888-3143790 24 hr recording.
FREE BOOKLET
www vrtworldwide corn

150
ArticlOS
For Reis
12'X8 wooden shed
$900 OBO Stacy 7536729
2-STROKE mini chopper. brand new, $450
559-9391. ask for Buck

Now accepting
applicabons for a parttime service manager
Apply in person
at Nick's
616 N. 12th
Murray

RELIABLE lady to
clean homes or offices
474-2764

FREE
GET a free 4-room
Satellite System. DVR
& HD receivers available, 6 months tree HD
package with Dish
Network America's top
60 w/local networks
only $29.99 per month
Call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info
call 759-0901.
FREE L P Gas fill with
20 lb tank purchase
B&B Brokers 7534389
PITBULLS. 2 recliners,
car stereo system.
(270)761-2690 leave
message

NICE solid oak turn lure - king bedroom
suite with iron accents
pd over $4,000 Dining
room table, pd over
$800 Make an offer!
Kids futon bunk bed
GE
mattress
with
washer & dryer Call
293-2270 or 435-4140

ION
SPOIL YOURSELF
This Christmas
2000 Kubota Lawn
Tractor T1760
140 hours young
Very cool hydrostatic
transmission
17 HP, 44 inch mower/
mulcher
Professionally maintained
Free trailer and seeder
Only $2,700
For test drive appointment call 924-5835

CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE

DAY care for sale
Serious inquiries only.
Call 270-759-2524.

We are looking for hard working. ambitious individuwho
als. As a fast growing company, we need those
a
ot
part
become
to
read)
and
learn
to
are eager
dynamic team. Customer service experience is preferred but not required. Come be a pan of an exciting
e&
oppixtunity. Excellent benefits. Health Insuranc
40IK Send resume to:

1*
5 IS/
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

Plant Engineer
Jakel Inc., a manufacturer of fractional
horsepower motors and blowers, is looking for an experienced Plant Engineer.
This position utilizes a wide variety of
manufacturing operations to improve
production, reduce maintenance and
material costa, and designs workflow
through the proper use of equipment and
personnel. The Plant Engineer must
implement methods, procedures and
manage maintenance and tool room personnel to achieve Company production,
quality and safety goals.
Our company offers a competitive salary
s
and benefits package, which include
401K
and
life
dental,
,
medical
major
on:
If you are interested in this positi
Please send your resume with salary
requirements to fhartajakelinc.com
HA
or mail to Jakel Inc., Attn:
KY
y,
Murra
St.,
4th
N.
Manager, 700
42071. M/F/WD EOZ

Dose
Attn: Mamas Resources
PO Rex 1660
Murray, KY 42071
No Walk In Applications
We are an Equal Opportunity Emplcw er
Employer - Affirmative Action

REGISTERED DIETICIAN/
FOOD SERVICE MANAGER
Position responsible for clinical nutrition
services and all areas of food operation.
Requirements: Current licensure in the
state of KY with two years supervisory
experience.
If interested send resume with salary
requirements to:
Parkway Regional Hospital

Human Resources
2000 Holiday Lane
Fulton, KY 42041
Fax 270-472-4071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Send $10 payment,
photo, name of baby,
date of birth, weight
& length, parents names*
and self-addressed stamped
envelope to:
Murray Ledger & limes
Babies 2004
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

12X55, 1BR, clean, fur
nished with appliances
must be moved. $5.000
OBO. 615-331-3144
1999 Fleetwood 2BR,
1 BA, C/H/A 753-4801

AWESOME CLOSE
OUT SPECIALS ON
SIN2004
ALL
TOSHIBA laptop comGLEWIDES & DOUputer, refrigerator with
BLEWIDES!
ice maker, riding lawn
Land/home packages
mower, vintage outdoor
iron
available' 731-584wrought
9429
couches/chairs, queen
mattress/spnngs. comDOUBLEWIDE EXPO:
puter monitor 761Like new, has fireplace,
1317
set-up includes well &
septic, Call 731-584TV'S
9429
COME by & check out
NEW
GET YOUR
our large selection of
TODAY WITH
HOME
elecTV's and home
"0" DOWN FINANCtronics Plasma. LCD.
ING: Call 731-584DLP & Protection. TV
9429
e
availabl
also
fumrture
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 500 N 4th St .
Murray, KY
mobile
NICE 28R
home and lots for rent
No pets 753-9866
[CIFernelvep

4-40' Heavy Duty clear
span roof trusses with x
braces. All for $500.
753-3619

of2o0A4!

270
Mobile Homes For Sale

Articles
For Ssis

kisen
Il
[

OUTDOOR Careers
Hiring working
Foremen for utility contract fieldcrews. Train
at $10/hr, $14/hr plus
performance bonuses
as Foreman, benefits,
and company truck &
tools. Must enjoy physical outdoor work, possess strong leadership
skiffs. have a good
driving record, and be
flexible to travel in
Kentucky and central
States
Osmose, Inc
Call toll-free for information
1-877-676-6731
ECIE, WF/DN
www.osmose.com

HsP Waned

Due to the Christmas holiday
our Classified deadline has changed:

oo other information
wi be Wed.

Mica** Dote: 1/18/05
Dead6e to Wait photo ad Wino's,: 1/13/05
.or.Worm?* cita%Oen Wad,hewsat 753-1916
4.•#4,141:2

320
Apartments For Rent
1 & 2BR apts available
Hems For Runt
or immediate occupancy Please call 7532BR house, centra
EXCEPTIONALLY
8221
H&A, wd hookup, no
2 bedroom
large
nice,
1 bedroom apts $250pets. 753-2259. 527all applint.
apartme
$350 per month 2BR ances including wash- 8174. $550 a month, 1
townhouses. washer &
month deposit
er/dryer. deck with outdryer included $410
Excellent 38R, 1 -bath, applistorage
side
per month. 753-7559
ances. carport & 2-car
Location, (270)7591 OR 2br apts near
C/H/A
garage.
5885 or (270)293-7085
Murray
downtown
Located 4-miles south
Apts.
Oak
LIVE
starting at $200/mo
of Murray 1 -year lease
Newly Remodeled
753-4109
required, deposit. no
1BR $290.00
1BR apt available, all
pets. $575.00/month
2BR $340.00
appliances furnished
436-2113.
3BR $425 00
Mur-Cal Realty. 753506 Vine Street, 3BR,
$100 deposit special
4444.
for qualified applicants
1BA, central heat & air.
IBA partially furnished
Office hours 8-2
appliances furnished,
paid
utilities
part
Mon-Fri
no pets $610 a month
$260/mO + deposit.
502-893-7153
Call today for appoint753-6871 or 978-0742
ment
2BR.
REMODELED
753-8221
1BR, I bath. W&D,
1BA CM/A, no pets, 1
refrigerator. stove &
year lease $425/mo.
NEARLY new lg. 3 beddishwasher. $325. 1
room, 2 full baths, all 753-9636
month free 759-8780.
appliances in quiet
VERY nice 3BR, 2BA 2
753- CGR, no pets, backneighborhood.
1BR, carport, W/D
7903. or 293-1146
hook-up, no pets_
ground check. $600
$325/month. 753-6931
check, $725 rent, 1
NEWLY redecorated
or 293-6070
year lease required
2BR. 1 bath, applifurnished, 759-8095
ances
1BR-4BR apartments
C/HJA. 1 year lease + 1
Ask about move in tree
VERY nice remodeled
mo. deposit no pets. 28R, 1 .58A with,stove,
days Coleman RE
753-2905
759-4118
refrigerator. gas CM &
air, carport, w & it
NICE 2BR duplex, no
2 Room all furnished,
hookup, no pets, referpets 753-7457 or 43Eall utilities, water, elecences required. $375.
tric, phone and cable 6357
753-1059
included Access to
NOW LEASING
pool & fitness room.
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
$150
$400/month,
We accept Section
deposit. Singles for
8 vouchers
$375 and up plus
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
A&F Warehousing
deposit Call for infor902 Northwood Dr
Near MSU $20-50
(270)753mation
Monday.
753-7668
8407.
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984
2BR, 113A. C/H/A, has
MURRAY Store and
storage
Equal Housing
carport &
Lock presently has
Opportunity
room. Freshly painted
units available 753TDD #1-800-648-6056
902 Southwood 7532905 or 753-7536
7618
ONE bedroom fur3BR. 2BA duplex, nished low utilities, no
ORappliances furnished, lease. No pets. deposit PREMIER MINtST
climate
-Inside
AGE
753$225.
plus
.
$600
required
extra nice.
control storage
deposit. 345-2777 or 3949
*Security alarmed
841-1599
RED OAKS APTS.
*Safe & clean
Special
4 bedroom house. 1, 2,
•We sell boxes,
$100 Deposit
3 apts. 753-1252 or
*We rent U-Hauls
1BR From $280
753-0606
753-9600
$325
From
2BR
View
FORREST
Call Today!
Apartments 1213 N
753-81164.
16th St now accepting
VERY nice large 1BR,
applications for 2br
townhouses, basic rent all appliances including
washer & dryer. 759$360/ month. Cal 753408 Sunbury Circle
1970. Leave Menage. 58135 or 293-7085
753-0020

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
-545-1833 - Ext. 283
1-800
TDD
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Pals A Swiss
AKC Boxer
753-2168

BLUE Heeler- Border
Collie pups, 1st & 2nd
shots. wormed $50
731-642-2796

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
Open Mon-Fri. 9-5: Sat. 9-2

puppies

pep.tor rat
OFFICES upstaiis a•
Perticu*S. former Corr'
Austin. 767-0007

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151
UKC American Eskimo
miniature
puppies,
born 10/18 $250 3958396 or 205-0562

Call us we will be
glad to help.
kturray Ledger & Tim:270-753-1916

FOR sale 23 acres
with boat dock 2 tee
from KY Lake 20
acres, 23 acres at deer
hunting paradise Night
270-436-2921. day cell
270-514-4148
TWO story bock apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income -producer
270-753$125,000
4109. 270-227-1545

illt

as For San

195 acres. loins TVA at
Wildcat Campground.
county water & power.
good hardwood and
pine timber, exc. hunting. (270)871-2834 or
(270)748-2808
GREAT hunting on 80
acres with 4BR house
in need of TLC Has
barns
and
pond
270-753$150,000
4109. 270-227-1545

HORSES for sale. 2
Geldings 9 yr old Bay/
15 yr old Spotted
White. Includes tack: 2
each saddles, saddle
blankets, bridles, halropes
lead
ters,
2BR 1 bath C/1-1A
Horses must be sold as
detached 2 car garage
a pair $1,200 Firm
1+ acre. appliances
Phone.(270) 436-5900
$68,000 753-7008
n
9am-8pr

1111

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
.All Size Unfits Available
•Now Have Climate Control

753-3853

.••• -1.14

.•• ••• • • 41
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M
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*Need a Job? CAST!
No experience? No
problem! No credit
check, no monthly payment. Immediate benefit
package. Now hinng in
your area. 1-877-4438289

'maFor Saki
812S. 9th. For sale by
owner 1779 sq ft nice
brick home quiet residential street. $89,000.
For more information or
questions. call 812293-4170

HORNS For Si
270-293-7653, 3 bed
room brick ranch with
personality" 2 living
areas, move-in condition, fireplace. appliances, C/H/A. fenced.
workshop.
$80's,
Nesse (Grey's)

Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916
WISH YOU LIVED IN THE
CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT?
or ;ale: Int ri thi: rit‘ Sehri(il
ieafed im a oil di•
it ha- I
ti
21) ti •
.entage on The Lim.: a rii•p1 I
,!‘ the east -idu attrils1
It i 1-1 2 111,);
price

1 .1'1

,
1,

If interested call Don 0A-erhev- at
75:1-121r2

6

98 Ford white cargo
van E-250, 61K miles
with removable cage &
shelves 270-210-0031
4'O

us.".'
2001 Honda Accord
EX-L, 4-DR, Green.
41K, fully loaded,
Honda certified used
1/04. extended warranty 12/07. $15,000. 2938073.
'01 Pontiac Grand Am
GI,4 door. ram air V-6,
46,000 miles, $11,000
090. 489-6126
2000
Pontiac
red
Grand Prix, GTP, has
everything, sunroof,
leather, heated seats.
etc. 57,xxx miles, like
new. $10,000. 4374608
1998 Mazda 626 LX, 1
owner, 4 cylinder.
leather.
sunroof.
123,0013 miles, excellent condition, $4,000
559-3231
1997 Astro Van, one
green.
owner,
all
power. $4,500 1997
Chrysler Cirrus, one
all
power,
owner,
$4,500 759-1020, 7531206
'81 Z28 Camaro 10.xxx
on new 350 350 turbo
trans. 3-speed auto Ttop. $3.500 090. 270752-0207

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fascias •Mattik Homes
•All Emmetam*
•Acad
*We Use Hot Water *Parking Lost &

David Borden
(270)767-0313 or (270)527-7176

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839.
JUNK/
Rubbish
Removal clean out
attics, garages, yard
waste. etc (270)4892583
hauling, landscaping,
backhoe & loader wort.
753-4545 or 492-6265
NEED help moving?
Experienced, referrals,
free estimates, 270703-2942

QUICK
&
Right.
Painting, House work,
Yard work, Odd Jobs.
(270)761-2559
RESICOM
Contractors,
LLC.
Home repair, renovation & building services, concrete & tee, vinyl
siding & replacement
windows.
270-2272115, 270-436-5764
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592.

THREE Guys Handy
Works
paintini..,
Plumbing,
res electncal, carpei
try, etc
We appreciate your
business.
No yobs too small. Call
for tree estimates. Tim
(270)293-0421. Mike
(270)978-0440,
(270)437Brandon
4664

[
12111
Fres Catena
FREE: beds (mattress
& box springs) Kings &
Queens. Days Inn, pick
up from 9:00 a.m. 3:00 p.m 753-6706
Hwy 641 South

by Jacqueline Bigar Democratic stronghold shaken

Noroscopes

Fleet
Operators;
Owners Tractors $1.53,
Straight Trucks $1 15$1.35. Free Qualcomm/
Trip Pak. Call Tn-State
Expedited
888-3205425

David's Cleaning
Services

sMorel

A-1
AFFORDABLE
1996 Ford Club Wagon
TRUCK DRIVERS
•New Pay package Chateau loaded, rear
ANNOUNCEMENTS
HAULING ak around
HELP WANTED
2005. EPES Transport NC. 4 captain's chairs, ciaan-up, gutters, tree
*Can YOU retire with
work 436-2867
enough money to not *Advance your dnving offers an excellent new tires, everything,
A-1 Stump Removal
depend
on
Social career! Increase in pay Company pflyef pro- works, used for long
Security? With the nght package Contractors & gram and a brand new distance travel excel- 437-3044
needed. Owner Operator Pay lent condition Call 767information, YES! Free Company
information, pay only Flatbed- Refrigerated- and orientation pack- 9442
ALL CARPENTRY
Available True
postage. To receive Tanker Over-the-Road age
Remodeling, additions,
for
benefits
Choice
Regional.
your FREE copy of 'A Some
porches decks, sun
Drivers 0/0's 30-month zero
Simple Plan for the Commercial
rooms, roohng, vinyl
Everyday Man'. send license Training 1-800- out Lease Purchase
siding. mobile home
No NYC/ 2001 F-150 Ford quad
$5.00 postage fee to 7 7 1 - 6 3 1 8 program
repair, sagging floors,
wheel
cab,
2
drive.
weekhome
Canada
Simple Plan, PO Box www pnmeinc.COM
termite & water damowner,
white,
1
50,000
expenOTR
ends
1 yr
110, St. Helen KY *Announcing... a pay
age. Larry Nimmo
miles, 515,500 43541368
raise for 2005! OTR ence required. CDL-A.
(270)753-9372
Of
1-800-735-9063 4326 after 5
Custom
CATHY'S
(270)753-0353
*One order. One check. drivers going to $.46/
WWW epestransport.com
'97 Dodge Dakota
Wallpapering. Need
One smart move, Same mile! Regional drivers
BACKHOE
&
Runs extended cab, 4x4, V6,
help? Call cell: 270time and money by going to $ 44/ mile & *Regional
TRUCKING
978-0569, home: 270making one call to place home most weekends! Available! Home week- 96.000 miles, PW, PL,
ROY HILL.
492-8342
a 25-word classified in Operators going to $.91/ ly. Midwest- Northeast- tool box $7,500 090
Septic system, gravel,
74 Kentucky newspa- mile! Plus fuel stabiliza- Southeast. Also hiring 489-6126
white
rock
DNJ HANDYMAN
pers for only $225. For tion Heartland Express OTR Company- Owner
436-2113
do all the odd jobs
We
more information, con- 1 - 8 0 0 - 4 4 1 - 4 9 5 3 Operator- Solo- Teams. [
Sevices Wend
118311
Dozer work & Track
you don t have time
classified www.heartlandex• Call 1-800-CFI-DRIVE
tact
the
hoe
www cficfnve corn
for Plus all repairs for
department
of this press corn
436-5141 A-AFFORDhome and business
newspaper or call KPS •Dri: FLATBED or DRY- *Start the new year off
BENSON'S Home &
ABLE Hauling Clean
293-5438
1-502-223-8821
Roof
Repairs
Free
with
MILES
and
Start
the New
VAN'
out garages, gutters
estimates Home/ 270BUSINESS
Year Right! Avg. Over MONEY! F/B Company Junk & tree work
DOZER WORK
435-4033, cell* 270OPPORTUNITIES
$1 70 Gross+ 100% of and 0/0's earn top $'s
INSTALL & REPAIR
293-5166
*SS Get Paid Weekly! Fuel Surcharge! No with us. Great Benefits. 492-8688 ROOF
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
Come work with eBay forced dispatch/ Home B/P & Permits paid. REPAIRS. New
GRAVEL HAULING.
CARPORTS Starting
weekendsi 5500-51000 sign on Roofs, all types. 29
Online. Use your home most
Public or Contract
$675.
installed.
at
Roy
computer or laptop. No Trailers available/ 100% bonus. Call 1-800-767- years expenence. Call
Contact at 270-753Hill
(270)436-2113.
experience necessary. Owner Operator. CAST 7109
Carters.
9503
Call On-Line Supplier. Malone! Call 800-490- *You probably entered
the driving profession
(866)622-9983
ext. 5248
9708 WNW • onitnesuppli- •Cinver- $2.500 Sign-On so you could make an
er corn
Bonus + home weekly! honest wage doing what
Start 36 cpm up to 44 you love, but IS 25 CPM
BUSINESS
PROPERTY TO RENT cpm. Company driver, REALLY AN HONEST HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for your leadership and direction. A
WAGE? To quote an
loved one delights you with a
*Professional
office 00 or lease purchase.
24, 2004:
Friday,
Dec.
from
article
the
canng gift or gesture, Tonight:
space for rent in Ask about our OH orienmight
in
Often
need
you
to
pitch
December 6 issue of
Beaming.
. Frankfort. Just off US tation. Call Today! 800Transport Topics, small- and help others at work or in
127
1-64. 543-8923 WWII.boydnear
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Surprises
your
daily
and
life.
the
er
fleets
pay
'about
25
Approximately
700 bros.com
HHHHH You naturally do the
cents per mile com- unexpected trail behind you.
square feet on second *DriverCovenant
right thing. Others share their
pared with an average Learn to be your own person and
floor, private bath, clos- Transport. Teams and
deeper feelings with you. You
of 40 cents by larger to not depend on others or given
ets. $600 per month. Solos check out our
detach, perhaps because you
carriers like JB Hunt
situations. Learn to flex, and are a bit uncomfortable. Get past
includes water'sewer, new pay plan. Ask
Transport
Services.'
regional
electric. gas. Call 502- about our
your life will become much eas- this obstacle. Let the real you
Wouldn't you rather be
Runs Owner operators,
223-8821
emerge. Tonight: Family calls.
averaging 40 cpm for ier. Concentrate, focus and avoid
experienced
drivers.
FINANCIAL
the exact same job? At scattering your energy. Be care- SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Noy. 21)
solos, teams and gradu***** You are inclined to
*SSCASHSS Cash now ate students. Call 1- JB Hunt. you can. JB ful not to get involved in waywant more intimacy around all
Hunt drivers start at 34- out health fads, as appealing as
for structured settle- 888-MORE-PAY
(1 -888this holiday sharing and celebrat36 cpm. and with guar- they might be. Check in with the
ments, annuities, and 667-3729)
Equal
anteed pay raises earn doctor first. If you are single, ing, preferring to relate individuinsurance
payouts. Opportunity Employer
ally.,A loving relationship could
37 cpm in just 2-6
1800)794-7310
JG
*DriverKnight months. That's 12 cpm November and December 2005
be developing to a new peak.
Wentworth...
JG
TransportationWE more than you may be start a cycle where you might
Follow your instincts with others.
Wentworth means cash
RAISED OUR PAY! earning with a smaller have more than one suitor. Tonight: Togetherness counts.
now for structured setS850-1.100 gross/ start. carrier. And JB Hunt Meanwhile, enjoy light flirtaSAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
tlements
3 raises within 6 pays up to 43 cpm with tions. If you are attached, work
21)
FOR SALE
months. -Home every a full benefits package
together to enhance your daily ***** You cannot deny the
*Free 4-room DIRECTV week. 888-346-4639. plus many
Many people who seek you out
other extras: life. Surprise your sweetie with
System includes stan- www.knighttrans.com. Time off
this holiday. Though you might
every 14 days,
dard installation. 3 Class-A CDL/ 6 months new Freightliner con- cards and tokens of affection. Be
grateful for what you have rather want to spend more time with
months tree HBO & OTR
family, you find that you need to
ventionals you can take
Cinemax! Access to *Driver- NEW
PAY home, 98% no-touch than be critical. GEMINI can be
divide your attention. Think. Your
over 225 channels' PACKAGE!!! •Up to freight,
monthly bonus- provocative.
caring means that much. Tonight:
Limited time otter. S&H. 35cpm
start es, and a career path
to
Certainly not alone.
restrictions apply. 1Dedicated customers featuring thousands of The Stars Show the Kind of CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
800-208-4617
2,500-3,000
miles/ dedicated jobs and a Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; Or** Last-minute -details might
•Consistent zero-down lease oppor- 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; have overwhelmed you. Trust
*Wolff Tanning Beds week.
'Newer tunity. It's time to fulfill 1-Difficult
- Affordable Hometime.
that you will get as much done as
Convenient Tan at Conventionals •Benefits the goal you set out
possible. Ask for anothees sup877-687- with- make an honest
home. Payments from Available.
port or help. Unexpected devel19)
21-April
(March
ARIES
S29 month Free color 5627. JDC Logistics. wage doing what you
***** Friends and loved opments keep popping up.
catalog. Call Today 1- CDL-A/ 6 months OTR
love. 1-800-2JB-HUNT
ones feed your imagination. Choose to look at these as excit8 0 0 - 8 4 2 - 1 3 0 5 *Drivers/
Company/ Class-A $ 3 mos exp Allow
ing. Tonight: Relax at home.
yourself to daydream
www.no etstan.com
Owner Ops BUSKE required. EOE. Subj to
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
more. Enjoy the unique quality of
Offer Miles And Money, dis
HELP WANTED
this particular holiday. Your ***** Your frolicsome nature
Home time benefits
cannot and will not be supinstincts touch a parent or some*Dental
Hygienist. 401k. health,' dental/
pressed. Be a kid again, once
one you put on a pedestal. Don't
Qualified dental hygienvision available. CDL-A,
more relishing the excitement of
/toms For Sale
hesitate to express your deeper
ist needed immediately
23. 1/yr OTR 1-877feelings. Tonight: Share more; the holiday. A friend might need
for part-time position.
613-6385 ext. 286
extra attention. He or she might
2BR
with
verhca
make Chnstmas calls early.
Must be passionate
have no family nearby. Be
about making the lives *Drivers- Hornady is duplex behind. Grea
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
thoughtful. Tonight: Spontaneity
*** Pull away from the matenof others dramatically Hiring, New Trucks investment. $65,000
delights you and others.
better and driven to pro- Coming, sign on bonus. 270-753-4109. 270
al side of this holiday, even if a
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
vide outstanding dental start up to 39 cpm, 227-1545
close loved one is plugged into
services. If you would assigned trucks, 6
the gifts. Add a special touch by *** Family comes first on this
experience
special holiday. Your actions
like to be considered for months
reaching out for those who might
an invitation to join an required. 800-441-4271
be alone on this holiday. Your speak for themselves. Even
though you love being around
extremely unique group ext. ET135
2001 Yamaha Kodiak caring will be remembered.
friends, you prefer to be home.
of people, call (502)223- *Drivers, over the road, 400, 4x2,
green. excel- Tonight: Make dinner your treat.
2091 or fax your resume 35 states Flat w/sides,
Make time for a special person.
lent shape, low hours, Invite a friend who might be
to (502)875-1943
You could be surprised by what
late model convention- adult ridden
to
join
in.
alone
$2,900
he or she shares. Tonight: Love
als. 3 years experience. 293-9706
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*MECHANICHeavy
$2,000
sign
on
bonus.
being home.
*****
A
misunderstanding
equipment & diesel
Polaris
2000
from
a
stems
friend
or
mechanic for Delaware Start .34c-.38c mile+ Expedition
loved
425.
BORN TODAY
highway
contractor. benefits. Call (800)444- $3,500. 767-9575 after one's tension. Detach and
6648
Actress Ava Gardner (1922),
express your loving understandMust be knowledgeable
500p.m.
singer Ricky Martin (1971)
Owner
ing; your attitude will help others
in the repair & mainte- *Drivers:
nance of heavy construction
equipment,
diesel and gas engines.
pumps, generators. etc.
Up to $25 00/hr. Health,
pension plan, profit
sharing and company
vehicle for the nght indiRelocation
vidual
assistance and signing
bonus after probation
period. Fax resume to
(302)378-0753 or call
(302)378-7736 to set up
an interview

•••

relax. Others appreciate your
light touch. A child or new loved
one expresses his or her adoration. Tonight: Ready for a surprise?
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** You might want to keep your
opinions to yourself. It might be
unusual for you to be so quiet,
but in the long run, it will serve
you well. Fnends or a partner
surprises you. Someone from a
distance pops up, either in the
mail, on the phone or in person.
Tonight: Express your gratitude.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You naturally find and
gather with friends and loved
ones. The holiday spirit seeps
through everything you do.
Whether sharing holiday eggnog
or enjoying gift-swapping, you
relish the moment. Share your
unusually deep feeling through a
nurturing act. Tonight: For a
loved one.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Others seek you out, at
work or to share holiday greetings. You might be more of a
focal point than you realize.
Count on people depending on

By BERRY CRAIG
For The Associated Press
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) —
Kentucky's -Gibraltar of
Democracy" is crumbling.
For the first time ever,
Republicans will represent a
majority of Jackson Purchase
counties in the General
Assembly when it meets in
January. Never before have both
senators from the Purchase,
Kentucky's westernmost region,
belonged to the GOP.
Historically, no Bluegrass
State territory was more loyally
Democratic than the eight-county Purchase, hence its 148-yearold nickname, "Gibraltar of
Democracy."
"If somebody had predicted
25 or 30 years ago that the
Purchase would go Republican
like this, people would have
said he was crazy," said Gerald
Watkins, a political science professor at West Kentucky
Community and Technical
College in Paducah.
The only Purchase
Democrats left in the legislature
are three state representatives
from Graves, Marshall and
MCCracken counties. Two
Republicans will represent
Ballard, Carlisle, Calloway,
Fulton and Hickman counties in
the lower house of the General
Assembly. A pair of GOP senators will sit for the eight counties.
Democrats used to win
almost every election in the
Purchase, which is bounded by
the Ohio, Tennessee and
Mississippi rivers and the
Tennessee state line. "The
Republicans often didn't bother
to field local candidates,"
Watkins said.
The Purchase's Democratic
fealty was famous statewide.
After he was elected vice president in 1856, John C.
Breckinridge, a Lexington
Democrat, purportedly proclaimed the old First Congressional District, especially the Jackson Purchase,"Solid
as Gibraltar!" for the

Democrats.
"A Gibraltar she remained
forever after, piling up a plurality on which the faithful might
mount and stand," Paducahborn author and humorist Irvin
S. Cobb wrote in 1917. Another
time, Cobb recalled that most of
his Purchase neighbors defined
Heaven as "a place which went
unanimously Democratic every
fall, because all the Republicans
had gone elsewhere."
Watkins thinks conservative
religion, more than anything
else, pushed the Purchase
toward the GOP "People in the
Purchase go to church often.
and most of them are theologically conservative," he said.
"They see issues like abortion
and gay marriage as against
their faith. They identify more
with the Republicans on those
issues."
l'he Purchase's Democratic
politics began when the land
became part of Kentucky. The
territory was named for Gen.
Andrew Jackson, who helped
negotiate its acquisition from
the Chickasaw Indians in an
1818 treaty.
. Jackson, a Tennessean, was
the region's hero over Henry
Clay, Kentucky's greatest
statesman. Led by Clay,
Kentucky became one of the
strongest Whig states in the
union before the Civil War, The
Purchase was a Democratic
enclave.
Democrats carried Kentucky
only twice in presidential elections between 1824 and 1860.
Democrats won the Purchase
every time, earning more than
two-thirds of the region's vote.
according to "Presidential
Politics in Kentucky 18241948" by Jasper B. Shannon
and Ruth McQuown.
Kentucky went Republican
for the first time in a presidential election in 1896. The
Democrats didn't lose the
Purchase until President
Nixon's re-election in 1972.
President George W. Bush carried every Purchase county en
route to his second term.
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Crosswords
ACROSS
1 Query
4 By Jove!
8 Howl
11 Clock hand
13 Tragic monarch
14 Unfold, in verse
15 Cate feature,
maybe
17 Stomping
grounds
19 Outer-space
wear (hyph )
21 Car buyer's
conioem
22 Annan
of the U.N.
24 Pert point
26 Buffalo BEN
29 Teenaged
31 Mattress extra
33 — Paulo
34 Lb. traction
35 Yak
37 'Ben- —'
39 Syracuse loc
40 Turner or
Koppel

42 Play on words
44 Small lizard
46 Inspired poetry
48 Society newt.*
50 Weed
whackers
51 Peach center
53 Bread maker
55 Frisky pet
58 Schedule
61 Berlin pronoun
62 Cathedral part
64 Scallion kin
65 — Manes
66 Wall upright
67 Miscellany
DOWN
1 Sol
2 Plant crops
3 Martial art
(2 wds 1
4 Hoops great
— Baylor
5 Fndge maker
6 Murmur
7 Pharmacist's
weight
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18 Mdse bars
20 Pant
22 Temple city
of Japan
23 Moved like
lava
25 Derisive snort
27 Thank you.
to Fritz
28 Vacillates
MVO 1
30 Interrupbon
32 Made a hole
36 Leal out
38 Repair a boot
41 Owen balms
43 Kan. neighbor
45 kis °Dyeing
47 Be inactive
49 lAsde Ste
sheep
52 Gymnasts'
goals
54 Mail 2.2 b.
55 Nowa Milner
56 Polar cap
57 Columnist
— Hanle
59 Cozy room
BO FBI acronym
63 Deia —
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May thejoy of Christmas bring you yeace and
hayyiness and- may you keey it within your heart
throughout the coming year.
We at Primary Care Medical Center thank youfor
thefaith you ylace in us by allowing us to be your
medical- doctors. We wish you and yours a
holiday seasonfullof Cove, thejoy offamiCy
anc great blessings ofgood- health.

